Cytogenetic analysis of structural rearrangements in three varieties of common wheat, Triticum aestivum.
The winter wheat varieties 'Starke' and 'Cappelle Desprez' and the spring wheat 'Chinese Spring' were analysed for structural chromosome rearrangements that resulted in the formation of multivalents in F1 hybrids. The analyses were carried out using hybrids involving euploids, monosomic and ditelosomic stocks, and double-monotelodisomic constructs. The study confirmed that 'Cappelle Desprez' differs from 'Chinese Spring' in a reciprocal translocation between chromosomes 5B and 7B (Riley et al. 1967); a translocation involving chromosomes 3B and 3D could not be verified. Furthermore, the analysis showed that 'Starke' differs from 'Chinese Spring' in a reciprocal translocation between chromosomes 7A and 7D. Both translocations have a coefficient of multivalent realisation of about 0.84. Further multivalents in euploid 'Starke', in euploid and some aneuploid stocks of 'Cappelle Desprez', and in euploid as well as various types of aneuploid hybrids between all three varieties could nearly all be explained hypothesizing that chromosome 2B of both 'Starke' and 'Cappelle Desprez' is a duplication-deficiency chromosome. In the hypothesis a part of the long arm of 2B is missing and replaced by a duplicated part of the long arm of chromosome 2D. The multivalents of this rearrangement showed an average coefficient of realisation of about 0.09.